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Mini Baby Throw 

22” x 22” 42” x 42” 60” x 60” 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sometimes, a serendipitous fabric pull for an entirely different project can spark a 
totally new design idea! I originally pulled the fabrics in this quilt as three colorway 
options for another design, but when I had them all out on my cutting table, I knew 
they had to become something big and bossy together. I called it “Parachute” 
because with the big solid-color blocks I felt like I was sewing together one of the 
parachutes we used to play with in gym class!  
 
This quilt is perfect for showcasing fabulous fat quarter bundles (literally, you can 
even just cut them in half!), and the baby and mini quilt sizes are great for using up 
even smaller scraps.  
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Materials 

 

All fabric needs are based on a standard quilting cotton width (WOF) of 42”. 
Parentheses indicate the number of each piece you will need to cut, followed by the 
dimensions of the piece in inches. This quilt is sewn together with a standard 1/4” 
seam allowance, which is built into the piece dimensions. 
 

Color Mini Baby Throw 

Colors 1-16 
(1) 6 1/2” x 3 1/2" 

of each color 
(1) 12 1/2" x 6 1/2" 

of each color 
(1) 18 1/2" x 9 1/2” 

of each color 

Border/corners 
(2) 6 1/2” x 3 ½ 
(2) 2 1/2”x WOF 

(2) 12 1/2" x 6 1/2" 
(5) 3 1/2" x WOF 

(1) 18 1/2" x 9 1/2” 
(6) 3 1/2” x WOF 

Binding (3) 2 1/4" x WOF (5) 2 1/2" x WOF (6) 2 1/2” x WOF 

Backing/Batting 
28” square 
(3/4 yards) 

48” square 
(2 3/4 yards) 

66” square 
(3 3/4 yards) 

 

If using fat quarters for the throw: you can save 

yourself some trimming by just cutting each 
fat quarter in half hamburger-style (see figure 
to the right). This will change your dimensions 
a little, as you will end up with 18” x 11” blocks, 
rather than 18” x 9”. Your final quilt dimensions 
will be approximately 60” x 72” and you will 
need 7 binding strips. Otherwise, you can cut 
pieces to the size indicated in the table! 
 
Other notes:  

- Read through all instructions before 
you begin. 

- This pattern is for individual use only. Please do not distribute. 
 

Instagram 
@khquilts 

#parachutequilt 
#KHQPatterns 

18” 

22” 

11” 
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Top Assembly 
 
This is a very simple quilt, but that means that fabric/color placement 
can make or break it. I’ve included a few tips to help you out, and the 
figure below to help you think through your arrangement! 
 

1. Work with gradients 

2. Switch up the direction 
of the gradients (see 
figure) 

3. Anchor two of your 
corners with blocks 
that match your 
borders (lower left and 
upper right) to give the 
eye a place to rest. 

4. Don’t be afraid of 
color! You’ll be 
amazed at what ends 
up working. 

 
To assemble, sew your 
blocks into three columns 
with six blocks each. Sew 
columns together, 
matching seams. 
Sew border strips together 
along short edge and press 
open.  
 
Join border strip to each of 
the four sides of the top, 
trimming off excess as you 
go.  
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Quilt Assembly 
1- After assembling the top, layer backing (face-down), batting, and your top 

(face-up), and baste and quilt as desired 
2- After quilting, trim excess batting and backing (save for a future project!) and 

square quilt (make sure to trim off the extra half DP pieces!) 
3- Join binding strips with a diagonal seam and trim dog-ears 
4- Press binding strip seams open, then fold in half length-wise and press wrong-

sides together 
5- Bind (see below) 

For machine-binding: For hand-binding: 
1. Line up raw edges of binding to 

the raw edge of the quilt along 
the back side 

2. Using a 1/4” seam and your 
machine, sew binding to back 
side of quilt 

3. Iron binding away from back 
side of quilt and fold to front 
past stitch line, securing as 
desired (using clips, pins, glue, 
etc.) and forming mitered 
corners 

4. Using an 1/8” seam from the 
binding fold, topstitch binding to 
the front of the quilt 

1. Line up raw edges of binding to 
the raw edge of the quilt along 
the front side 

2. Using a 1/4” seam and your 
machine, sew binding to front 
side of quilt 

3. Iron binding away from front 
side of quilt and fold to back 
past stitch line, securing as 
desired (using clips, pins, glue, 
etc.) and forming mitered 
corners 

4. Use an invisible applique stitch 
and coordinating thread to 
hand-stitch binding to the back 
of the quilt 

6- Take great pictures! Make sure to use #parachutequilt and #KHQPatterns and 
tag me @khquilts on Instagram so I can see your beautiful projects! 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KH Quilts - Minneapolis, Minnesota 

Etsy: www.etsy.com/shop/khquiltsstudio 

Blog: www.khquilts.com 

IG: @khquilts 

Pinterest: www.pinterest.com/khquiltsstudio 

Krystina Hopkins 
 

http://www.etsy.com/shop/khquiltsstudio
http://www.khquilts.com/
https://www.instagram.com/khquilts/
http://www.pinterest.com/khquiltsstudio
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Coloring Sheet 
 


